SILL DETAILS FOR TIMBER FACINGS ON ALUMINIUM WINDOWS

DESIGN

RIGHT

Facing the sill
Following on from Timber facings on aluminium joinery in the last Build, we now
look at sill options for the details.
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IN BUILD 167 (pages 33–34), we published
two options for head and jamb details that

cavity closure
at base of wall

incorporate timber facing boards to an aluminium
window installed into a cavity cladding system.

Sill detail
The final part of the installation is the sill detail.
It must:
●●

ensure water is discharged at the sill from the
wall and window surfaces

●●

cavity batten

facing rebated over
window flange and
sealed to sill
seal facing to flange
and behind flange
to cladding

air seal over backing rod

outline of sill below

provide a horizontal line to terminate the base
of the vertical facings.

Figure 1 (rebated facing over window flange)

jamb reveal

window

and Figure 2 (window flange installed over and
sealed to facing) illustrate two options for the
jamb detail. In each, the vertical facing is cut and

Figure 1

Rebated facing over window jamb flange.

sealed to the timber sill.
The timber plant-on sill section shown in
Figure 3 is modelled on the shape of the front
edge of a traditional timber sill. There are,
however, a range of shapes the designer can
adopt provided the top edge has enough slope to
drain surface water effectively.
When installing the facings and sill board:
●●

fully prime all raw timber before installation

●●

provide a seal between the window flange and
the jamb facing

●●

seal the end of the vertical facing to the sill

●●

seal the sill to the cladding.

cladding
cavity closure at
base of wall
outline of
plant-on sill
vertical facing
fitted on to sill

lining

seal back of flange
to facing

air seal over backing rod

window

Figure 2
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jamb reveal

Window flange installed over and sealed to jamb facing.

reveal

air seal over backing rod

flexible flashing tape
over flexible underlay

window

rebated/non rebated facing fitted
and sealed to plant-on sill

sill support bar
15° minimum slope

sill trimmer

plant-on sill (shape and size
to suit cladding profile)

weathergroove
undercut edge to form drip

Figure 3

Timber plant-on sill section.
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